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In design, Context is essential. Whether the task is redeveloping
a blighted urban area or designing a light fixture, understanding
context is essential to creating a holistic and sustainable
experience.
I seek to understand and adapt to the existing context of a project,
maximizing the use of limited resources in order to create a
responsible and dynamic design.

01 progressive club
James Island South Carolina
Spring 2012

I. project concept

_retain site plain and preserve the
unique natural context of the site.

Located on James Island in South Carolina, the Progressive
Club was once an important community center for AfricanAmericans during the Civil Rights Era. However, since that
time, this historic landmark has fallen into disrepair and become
structurally unsound. The aim of this project was to design a new
Progressive Club and restore the message of its founders.

preliminary collage
_collage used to capture the essence of the existing site.

PRIVATE
PUBLIC
_private space such as the administrative offices
are located in the tree canopy
_to emphasize the Clubs role as a community
center, the ground floor is left all glass to offer an
open and inviting place to visit
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II. foam
massing
models models

_massing models were created to
test different project shapes
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progressive club section

progressive pavilion

02 sketching
Pen and Pencil

This is a group of sample sketches from some of my
travels in Italy, Germany, and Austria.
In addition to these sketches, I have included two
sneaker concepts which where inspired by my travels
overseas.

santa croce

_Firenze, Italy

kunst hau

_Wien, Austria

genoa sketch book

(re) port

design sequence

Genoa, Italy
Fall 2011
Completed in the fall of 2011 while living in Genoa,
Italy, this project proposes a mixed-use district, which
features both a residential community as well as a
hotel.
The site was originally a industrial port that housed
corn for exp. In 2004 the building port was deactivated
and the building was deamed structurally unstable.

1. standard block

2. shifting the program

3. engaging the harbor

4. separating the hotel and apartment

5. lifting the program

6. rotating the rooms

7. developing a landscape

5. defining the building

9. open for business

The main intent of this project is to engage the
maritime activities of the port while introducing a
familiar Genovese architectural language to the
dilapidated area.
This allows residents to retain the typical Genovese
lifestyle and gives travelers a taste of life in a European
port city.

unit design
1 green roof terrace:
a green roof was used in order to give inhabitants
access to vegetation

facade

_each unit of the hotel received a piece of a larger draped
pattern to express that it is part of a larger whole
_each residential unit was covered in its own unique textile
pattern allowing individualized expression for each owner

1
2

3

2 structural system:
a steel structural system was needed to
accommodate the load created by a dense
configuration of living units
3 interior walls
4 facade system:
to enhance each units sense of individuality, a
modular facade system of Italian textile patterns
allowed each unit its own unique character
5 modular facade system:
1. Glass with opening
2. Glass non-operable
3. Concrete

4
5

hotel section

night aerial

04 nightcat box

concept
models
I.02box
conceptmassing
& build sheet

_boxes create an advertisement in the
store window.
_as the shoe sells the ad disappears

Charleston South Carolina
Spring 2012

C

This project is a prototype shoebox for a pair of Nike
Bodega Nightcats. The central idea revolves the concept
of creating a “perfect fit” both in how the shoe could be
advertised and stored.

D

Stacked in the store, the boxes act as an advertizement.
As the shoe sells, the advertisement disappears.

1

stacked boxes create a window
advertisement

B

A

A _drawer allows for easy access
when other shoes are stacked
on top of one another.

2

as the shoes sell the ad disappears

B _front of the box features the
shoes size and a picture of the
shoe.

C _back of the box features a
unique piece of the store’s
advertisement.
D _contour laser cut tray fits to
the exact contour of the Nike
“Woven Footscapes.”
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concept
massing models
II.
process

02 concept
massing models
finished
product

planing wood

gluing wood

assembling box

laser cutting logo

completed logo

assembling shoe tray

shoe test fit

assembled drawer

staining wood

05 conepy
(RE) Gallery Dallas Texas
Fall 2012

Conepy is a light sculpture that was designed
within the Digital Manufacturing Processes course
with Professor Doug Hecker during the Fall 2012
semester. The goal of the project was to recycle a
bi-product of industry into a light fixture using digital
manufacturing processes. The product chosen for
this exercise was a textile cone, sourced from a local
textile mill in Greenville, SC. The sculpture therefore
begins a dialogue about light and shadow within the
simple form of a cone, as well as the opportunities
that can exist in recycling industrial waste. The project
was designed and built by students Josh Atria, Nick
Barrett, Ryan Woods (March) and Vanessa Ewais (BA
in Arch). The sculpture is currently on display in the
Re-Gallery in Dallas, Texas.

02 concept
massing models
textile
cone information

4/98-9/98

1 TON
$311.76
$153.60

recycled

in cardboard cones

in Disposal Savings

in Additional Revenue

25%
of the weight is
in the cardboard
cones

Accolades:

thread

Top 10 Details in Architecture by Archinect.com
Editors pick of 2012 by Archinect.com

75%
of the weight is
used for produc
tion of textiles

cardboard

conceptual
light
sketchesmodels
02 concept
massing

_ sketches show how the cone net can be used to direct or diffuse light

02 concept
models
modifying
the massing
cone

02 concept
massing models
mock
up

02
concept
massing
models
I.re-gallery
conceptual
light
sketches
install

_ sketches show how use the cone
net as a spotlight or a light diffuser.

06 shoelab

02 concept
massing models
initial
rendering

Lubbock, Texas
Fall 2010

My first design-build job was the redesign of a 2,000 sq ft
sneaker store in Lubbock, Texas undertaken with the help
of fellow architecture student Amador Saucedo. Faced with
a small budget and a large store with a small inventory the
challenge was to develop a design that would take up space
yet put focus on the merchandise.
After designing and fabricating the store and its
corresponding furniture, I was invited to design the store’s
first pop-up shop. Created from just one sheet of OSB,
the pop-up shop folds up like a piece of origami for easy
installation in any venue.

conceptual sketch:

shelving system:
_merchandise placed at eye level
_ 2x4’s and MDF construction
_ project is clad in recycled barn siding.
_nominal dimensions are used to
minimize material waste.

02 concept
store
benchesmassing models

_benches made from MDF and
modeled after vintage shoe boxes.

storigomi
_this table and bench were made
from one sheet of OSB.
_serves as a travling pop-up shop.

concept models

02 concept
build
process massing models

02 concept
massing models
shoelab
re-opening

clemson trailhead system

site selection

_by creating locations both on campus and in the forest
we are able to create a more powerful branding strategy.

Clemson, SC
Fall 2012

Completed in the fall of 2012 while living in Clemson, Sc,
this project proposes a comprehensive branding strategy to Clemson
University which works toward connecting the University to its 17,500
acre experimental forest.

SIX MILE

The intent of this project is to bring awarness to this valueble asset that
only Clemson has access too. We did this by creating a trail head
system built from a kit of parts that could be implemented throughout
the Clemson campus and forest.

% 6.5

% 93.5

Clemson Main Campus

trail head program

1,235 acres

Clemson Experimental Forest

17,500 acres

_ada

_awarness

_orientation

_recreation

SITE 2
HORSESHOE PARKING

_education

_safety

CLEMSON CAMPUS

SITE 1
SEED ORCHARD ROAD

TREATY OAK

kit of parts: design potential

kit of parts

_this kit of parts system allows us to accomodate any
location in or around campus.

spine

_built from 2x10” beams
_serves as the base structure for all of the accessories
_painted charcole black in the forest.

signage

wayfinding

hitching post

bike storage
streching

bench

nuff said

roof

corregated metal
roofing

canopy structure
trellas

north forest site

north forest site plan

south forest site
trail head plan

trail head section

trail head section
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trail head plan

south forest site plan

02 concept
build
process massing models

clearing site

building mock up

surveying the site

installing roof

prototype trailhead

_located at Seed Orchard Road

digging foundation

accessory install

installing structure on site

02 concept massing models
expierience
Education

Career

Texas Tech University Lubbock, TX
Bachelor of Science in Architecture, Cum Laude - May 2011
GPA: 3.7

Texas Tech University Lubbock, TX

Clemson University Clemson, SC
Master of Architecture, (In Progress)
GPA: 3.9

Studio I Meta-Teaching Assistant- Spring 2010- Spring 2011
Supervised a team of Teaching Assistants for a Studio I Class taught
by Chris Taylor and Joshua Nason
Model Shop Assistant- Fall 2008-2011
Instructed students on the proper use of shop equipment

Study Abroad Berlin, Germany
Texas Tech University College of Architecture Summer
Program - Summer 2010

Digital Fabrication Assistant- Fall 2008-2013
Direct responsibility for operating two (2) laser cutters
Direct responsibility for operating a 3D printer

Study Abroad Genoa, Italy
Studied at the CF Daniels Center in Genoa - Fall 2011

Wood Shop/ Metal Shop Assistant - Fall 2008-2012
Directly responsible for managing both a wood and metal machine
shop.

Study Abroad Charleston, SC
Studied at the C.A.C.C - Spring 2012

Skills

RYAN DAVID WOODS

ryan.woods.design@gmail.com
http://ryanwoodsdesign.wordpress.com
(512) 797-3659

Clemson University Charleston, SC
Wood and Metal Shop Assistant- Spring 2012
Oversaw operation of Clemson’s Remote Wood and Metal Shop in
Charleston.

3ds Max; Auto Desk AutoCAD + Revit; Form Z;
Bonzai; ArchiCAD+MEP Modeler+EcoDesigner; D
Profiler; Adobe Illustrator + Photoshop + InDesign;
Microsoft Office; Google Sketch Up; Web Design.

Freelance Design Build- Fall 2010-2012
Designed and built Shoelab Lubbock
Designed and Built Shoelab’s flash store

Physical Modeling, Hand Drafting, Foam Modeling,
Welding, Soldering, Certified Laser Cutting
Technician, Certified Wood Shop Technician,
Certified Model Shop Technician

O’Brien Interactive
Lead designer- Summer 2012- (currently employed)
Designed technological installations and solutions for Retail
Developments

1532 Gadwall way
Seneca, SC 29678

